
From: Castanien, Chris [mailto:Chris.Castanien@lubrizol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 4:09 PM 
To: Kevin Ferrick 
Cc: Castanien, Chris; Duncan, David; Scinto, Phil; Rajakumar, Allison; Shah, Mayur; Evans, Gail; 
Anderson, Doug 
Subject: FW: Statistical Method used calculate the Technology 1 Fuel Economy Performance 

All, 

As discussed on the API LC call at noon yesterday, Ron Romano contacted LZ to ask questions about 
the statistical model OIL showed at the recent ILSAC/OIL meeting. I followed up, as agreed, with Phil 
Scinto and we addressed Ron’s questions. Most of the discussion was a detailed review of the three tabs 
of the workbook.  

How was the model built? Ron’s starting concern was how we calculated tech 1 performance as 
FEI1/2 1.2/0.9 when no matter how he ran the numbers he got 1.3/1.0? Phil explained that the 
model represents a regression through the precision matrix data to predict Technology 1 
performance in the VID based upon the matrix average HTHS 150, CCS-30, the appropriate mix 
of base oils (0W-XX group III only, others 50/50% group II/III) and the average lab at the matrix 
average engine age.  

(Technical discussion) Basically, you calculate the HTHS 150 and CCS-30 for each viscosity 
grade and plug it into the model equation as seen on tab 3 to produce an expected 
performance for the technology in that vis grade. It took a while to go through this as Ron 
had many specific questions about the mechanics of the worksheet and the model. A lot 
of time was spent on how the HTHS 150 and CCS-30 were calculated. I think a lot of this 
was because the regression considers all available base oils (4) but the actual oils 
blended for the matrix for any given technology and vis grade were few, so if you 
compare, for example, the actual XW-20 oils blended and look at their HTHS (Q=2.7, 
L=2.67, E=2.73, A=2.7) and then look at the number used for the model (0W-20/5W-
20=2.73/2.74) you naturally ask why HTHS isn’t 2.7. After a reasonable period of time 
Ron indicated he understood the process.  

Near the end of our conversation Ron indicated when he plotted our numbers on the plots he 
created when he first offered up VID limits our numbers matched up pretty well with his 
curve fit.  

After addressing the data concerns, Ron offered some thoughts on why ILSAC rejected the 0W-20 
limits from the Oct1 meeting. Ron took his lab and engine age adjusted numbers from the 
precision matrix and compared them to the proposed limits. 6/14 passed. His basic thinking is 
that the GF-4 oils should not easily pass the proposed limits  

1. GF-5 oils are supposed to be better than GF-4 oils and yet the GF-4 matrix oils passed 
43% of the time - almost half. For XW-30 and 10W-30 the pass rates were deemed 
acceptable (didn’t give me the numbers). It was discussed that with the non-flexible 
FEI1/2 limits of 1.3/1.1 only 3 of 14 passed. Ron indicated he’s okay with the idea of FE 
Sum, in fact he likes it, but they can’t have a pass rate of 43% for GF-4 oils at GF-5 
levels.  

I took the opportunity to ask what an acceptable pass rate would be for the XW-20 GF-4 oils. Ron 
said 10%. Later Phil and I calculated that limits of 2.4/1.2 (one tenth higher on FEI2) yield 2 
passes of 14 or 14%.  

Best regards,  
Chris  

 


